The Executive Director,
CAMTECH
Gwalior

Sub: Submission of draft of IRCA Pt. III (Freight stock)

Railway Board had nominated a Committee consisting of ED/CAMTECH (convenor), EDS(W)/RDSO, CRSE(Fr.)/CR, CWM/WRS/Kota and NCO/IRCA/NDLS to review the IRCA Pt. III (Freight Stock). The draft report received vide letter No. IRCAMTECH/M/GWL/Revision of WMM & IRCA dt. 4/5/2010 has been reviewed in the Railway Board. It is observed that a number of updations need to be made in this draft report based on the latest maintenance practices being followed for BOXNHL & BCNHL wagons.

2. The necessary corrections/updations may kindly be made by the Committee. After finalisation of the draft by the Committee, copies of the draft report should kindly be circulated to all the zonal railways for their comments (if any). After incorporation of the suggestions of the zonal railways, this draft should kindly be sent to Railway Board for final approval.

(Ashesh Agrawal)
Executive Director Mech. Engg. (Fr.)
Railway Board

C/-

1. EDS(W)/RDSO, Lucknow, CRSE(Fr.)/CR, CWM/WRS/Kota,
2. NCO/IRCA/NDLS.
3. All CMEs – they are requested to kindly send their suggestions on this matter to ED/CAMTECH/GWL as well as the EDME(Fr.)/RB